Winter 2004 DAML PI Meeting Agenda
San Antonio, TX
Hilton Palacio del Rio

Tuesday, November 30  DAML PI Meeting Day 1

0730 Registration / Continental Breakfast

0830 Admin and Kickoff  
Meeting goals, overview, 2004 review, 2005 plans  
Jack Howard, Schafer; Mark Greaves, DARPA

0845 W3C Semantic Web Activity Update  
Ontaria  
Next steps for OWL  
SWA (DAWG and SWBP) update  
Sandro Hawke, W3C

0900 Services  
OWL/S Status - Overview & Recent Milestones  
Drew McDermott, Yale  
David Martin, SRI

OWL/S Status - Recent Evolution of Process Model  
Drew McDermott, Yale  
Grit Denker, SRI

Security Extensions  
Katia Sycara, CMU

Outreach, Tools, & Standards  
David Martin, SRI  
Rick Hull, Bell Labs

SWSI Status - SWSL Overview  
David Martin, SRI  
Mark Burstein, BBN

SWSI Status – SWSA  
David Martin, SRI

Open Issues and Roadmap

1030 Break

1040 Semantic Interoperability Community of Practice  
Ed Barkmeyer, NIST

1110 Semantic Web Applications for National Security  
Tom Martin, RME

1130 Lunch

1230 Program Reviews – 1 (30 minutes each)  
Stanford Univ. / KSL  
Deborah McGuinness  
Katia Sycara

Carnegie Mellon Univ.  
Jerry Hobbs  
Cola Atkinson

SRI International w/USC-ISI  
Tim Finin

BBN Technologies

Univ. of Maryland, Baltimore County

1500 Break

1530 Program Reviews – 1 (continued)  
Yale Univ.  
Drew McDermott  
Andrzej Uszok

Univ. of Edinburgh – AIAI  
Pat Hayes

Univ. of West Florida / IHMC  
Peter Patel-Schneider

Bell Labs and Univ. of Manchester

1730 Miscellaneous Presentations (15 minutes each)  
Saturn update and Tools APIs (FOUO)  
Joe Rockmore, Cyladian
Wednesday, December 1  DAML PI Meeting Day 2

0700  Continental Breakfast

Rules Joint
0800  Introduction, ISWC-2004  Mike Dean and Benjamin Grosof
0805  SWRL Update  Mike Dean
0815  SWRL-FOL  Peter Patel-Schneider
0830  FOL RuleML: Release, Use, and Outlook  Harold Boley
0845  SweetRules Toolset for RuleML/SWRL  Benjamin Grosof and Mike Dean

0930  Break

Rules (continued)
0940  SweetRules (continued)  Benjamin Grosof and Mike Dean
1005  Rei & Security  Tim Finin
1015  Integrating OWL-DL with Rules  Boris Motik and Benjamin Grosof
1025  SWSL and Rules: Update  Benjamin Grosof and David Martin
1040  Next Steps in Standardization  Benjamin Grosof and Mike Dean
1045  Discussion

1100  Program Reviews - 2 (30 minutes each)
    North Carolina State Univ.  Munindar Singh
    MIT  Sandro Hawke

1200  Lunch

1300  Working Group Descriptions WG Chairs

1310  Program Reviews - 2 (continued)
    Technowledge Corp  Allan Terry
    USC/ISI  Bob MacGregor
    Lockheed Martin  Paul Kogut
    Carnegie Mellon Univ.  Norman Sadeh
    DRC (10 minutes)  Lee Lacy

1520  Break

1540  Program Reviews – 2 (continued)
    AT&T Government Solutions  Lewis Hart
    Univ. of Rochester  George Ferguson

1640  Working Groups All
    Rules WG  Mike Dean and Benjamin Grosof, chairs
    API WG  Joe Rockmore, chair
Thursday, December 2       DAML PI Meeting Day 3

0730  Continental Breakfast

0830  Working Groups (resumed)
      Services WG
      Software WG

All

David Martin, chair
Troy Self, chair

1030  Break

1100  WG Outbriefs (Deliverables, dates, strategies)
      Tools API
      Rules
      Software
      Services

WG Chairs
Joe Rockmore
Mike Dean
Troy Self
David Martin

1150  Closing: The SWRLing Future of OWL

Mark Greaves, DARPA IXO

1200  Finished